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                               LEGAL DISCLAIMER  

PLEASE BE ADVISED THE FOLLOWING PIVX LITE 
WHITE PAPER v1.1 HAS NOT BEEN EXAMINED OR 
APPROVED BY ANY REGULATORY AGENCY  

The Pivx Lite White Paper v1.1 (hereinafter “White Paper”) is for 
informational purposes only, you should not construe any 
information contained herein as investment, tax, legal, financial, 
professional or any other advice.  Nothing contained in the White 
Paper or on our website located at https://pivxlite.com 
(hereinafter “Site”) constitutes a solicitation, recommendation, 
endorsement, or offer by the Pivx Lite Foundation (a Panama 
Trust), agents, affiliates and any third party service provider to 
buy or sell any cryptocurrency including, without any limitations, 
Pivx Lite, securities, investment contracts or other financial 
instruments in Panama or in any other legal jurisdiction located 
anywhere in the world.   

All content in the White Paper is presented “as is” without 
warranty of any kind.  The views and opinions expressed are those 
of the authors only and may be changed without notice.  Pivx Lite 
Foundation, successors and assigns, agents, affiliates, and third 
party service providers are not to be considered a fiduciary by 
virtue of any person’s use of the White Paper and/or access to the 
Site. You alone assume the sole responsibility of evaluating the 
merits and risks associated with the use of any information in the 
White Paper and content on the Site.  

https://pivxlite.com/
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In exchange for using the White Paper, you agree to hold harmless 
Pivx Lite Foundation, successors and assigns, agents, affiliates, 
and any third party service providers, liable for any possible or 
actual claim for damages related to in any way and/or arising out 
of, any decision you make based on information contained in the 
White Paper and content made available to you through the Site. 
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     INTRODUCTION TO PIVX LITE  
 

Privacy is one of the most basic and essential human rights that exists in this 

realm. It is the bedrock that forms the foundation of other essential human rights, 

such as the freedom of thought, conscience, religion and belief, freedom of 

association and freedom of expression.  The United Nations Declaration of Human 

Rights (UDHR) 1948, Article 12 states: “[N]o one shall be subjected to arbitrary 

interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon 

his honor and reputation.  Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against 

such interference or attacks” (adopted by the UN General Assembly on 10 December 

1948 in Paris, France).1  Since that time over 100 different countries have passed 

into law some type of personal privacy legislation. Nevertheless, it’s common for 

unlawful surveillance to be implemented without regard to any of these protections.  

Against this landscape Pivx Lite exists with the sole aim of becoming one of the 

most widely utilized privacy-based coins in the market segment. The stated mission 

of Pivx Lite is to be an open source, scalable, cryptocurrency that places user privacy 

above all else.  In short, we endeavor to make it impossible for a third party to figure 

out through chain analysis who the sender and receiver are and the amount of coins 

transferred in any block.  As explained in further detail below, we accomplish this 

task utilizing masternodes, coin mixing, shielded addresses, TOR and DEFI.      

                                                
1 https://www.un.org/en/about-us/universal-declaration-of-human-rights  

https://www.un.org/en/about-us/universal-declaration-of-human-rights
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                PIVX LITE COIN SPECIFICATIONS  
 

As our name implies, Pivx Lite was forked from the Pivx github repository in 

December 2019.   Several significant changes were then made to the code that we 

feel make Pivx Lite a valuable asset in a crypto space that is presently flooded with 

dead coins, meme coins and many others created for less than noble purposes.   

Moreover, the code changes discussed in greater detail below, set us on a path that 

holds true to our stated goal of developing a secure and untraceable cryptocurrency.    

 

• Symbol     PIVXL 

• Dev Team Contact    dev@pivxlite.com 

• Official Website    https://pivxlite.com    

• Telegram    https://t.me/pivxlite 

• Block Explorer 1    https://explorer1.pivxlite.com 

• Block Explorer 2   https://explorer2.pivxlite.com 

• Github Repository   https://github.com/PivxLiteDev/PivxLite 

• Official Releases    https://github.com/PivxLiteDev/PivxLite/releases 

• Bitcointalk Thread  https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5222955.0 

• Twitter     https://twitter.com/PivxLite 

• Discord Invite    https://discord.gg/c26QuZw  

https://pivxlite.com/
https://explorer1.pivxlite.com/
https://explorer2.pivxlite.com/
https://github.com/PivxLiteDev/PivxLite
https://github.com/PivxLiteDev/PivxLite/releases
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5222955.0
https://twitter.com/PivxLite
https://discord.gg/c26QuZw
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• Pivx Lite was originally launched under the name Quark 2.0 (Qrk2). It was 

re-branded to Pivx Lite on December 23, 2019; 

• The Quark 2.0 code base was not compatible with Pivx Lite therefore new 

coins were required to be mined on the new Pivx Lite blockchain; 

• 9,321,106 coins were mined (exact amount of Quark 2.0 coins in existence) 

for a 1:1 swap with Quark 2.0 holders.  PoW was active for a few days to mine 

the exact amount of coins necessary for the swap. We took a snapshot at block 

353,155 of the Quark 2.0 chain from August 2019 to swap out the coins.  PoW 

was then deactivated and the network is now supported by PoS and 

masternodes only; 

• PoW Algorithm:    Quark;  

• PoW Block Reward:   1,000 Pivxl; 

• PoW Phase Period:   January 8, 2020 to January 17, 2020; 

• PoS Phase Period:   Started on January 17, 2020 - Present; 

• Block Reward:    4 reduced to 2 at block 629,000 (April 9, 2021);  

• Block Time:   60 seconds retargeting every block; 

• Masternodes:  SwiftTX and obfuscation (coin mixing); 

• Masternode Collateral:  100,000 Pivxl coins;  

• Active Masternodes: 60 as of July 1, 2021; 

• Masternode Reward:   1.4 coins; 
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• Masternode Reward:   100 consecutive confirms before spendable; 

• PoS Version:  v3.0; 

• PoS Block Reward:   .60 coins;   

• PoS Reward:    100 consecutive confirms before spendable; 

• Average Network Fee:  0.00004 Pivxl; 

• Network Fees:  Fees are burnt; 

• Network Speed:    170 TPS 2 for non-shielded and 60 for shielded;  

• Shielded Transactions: ZK-SNARKs cryptography;   

• TOR Use:   Linux wallet integrated into Tails OS;  

• DEFI:    100,000 tokens (wPIVXL) wrapped on BSC.   

  EXCHANGES 

• Graviex Exchange (no KYC)                     PancakeSwap DEX (no KYC) 
PIVXL/BTC      PIVXL/LTC                     wPIVXL/BNB 
PIVXL/USDT                                             wPIVXL/BUSD 

       MOBILE WALLETS  

• Pivx Lite Android Mobile Wallet in Google Play Store 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.pivxlite.zksnark&gl=US 

• Pivx Lite Apple IOS Wallet in the Apple Store 
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/official-pivx-lite-wallet-v2-0/id1504102121 
 

                                                
2  TPS – Transactions per second, the Pivx Lite network is easily scalable to 5x its 

current capacity for both shielded and unshielded transactions with little effort.   

https://www.graviex.net/
https://pancakeswap.finance/
https://graviex.net/markets/pivxlbtc
https://graviex.net/markets/pivxlltc
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0x57B1e6851E172fdc8A1ebABe2eeBDEAcbB274749
https://graviex.net/markets/pivxlusdt
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0x57B1e6851E172fdc8A1ebABe2eeBDEAcbB274749
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.pivxlite.zksnark&gl=US
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/official-pivx-lite-wallet-v2-0/id1504102121
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                      MASTERNODE HOSTING SERVICE  

• https://pecuniaplatform.io/coin-details/PivxLite; 

• https://mymasternodes.host/index. 

It is noteworthy that Pixv Lite has never conducted an ICO or airdrop 

campaign and there is no Treasury or Governance fee currently being extracted from 

each block reward.3  Pivx Lite has been 100% supported by donations from the Dev 

Team and the community up to this date in time.     

          WHY CREATE PIVX LITE   

As stated in the Introduction, we created this cryptocurrency to facilitate 

instantaneous, secure and untraceable transactions, utilizing the latest state of the art 

cryptography and blockchain technology.  Unfortunately, financial privacy in the 

crytpo space has been overlooked by most participants due to a lack of knowledge 

and the misconception that cryptocurrencies, in general, are private.  They are not. 

Cash is fundamentally more private than Bitcoin and all other public ledger 

cryptocurrencies.  When you receive physical cash there is no database or ledger one 

can review to see the history of the note received.  On the other hand, using Bitcoin 

is similar to posting your debit and credit card transactions online for all to see.  The 

                                                
3  Pivx Lite inherited this function from Pivx however it will never be activated 

without express approval from the masternode owners through a valid proposal. 

https://pecuniaplatform.io/coin-details/PivxLite
https://mymasternodes.host/index
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network automatically logs all wallet transactions into a public database known as 

the blockchain.  Utilizing a block explorer anyone can examine each and every 

transaction that has occurred since the mining of the Bitcoin genesis block on 

January 3, 2009.4  With this tool and Know Your Customer (KYC) data, it then 

becomes possible to link a wallet address to a real life person.  The process is 

commonly referred to as chain analysis.  According to information supplied by Mr. 

Edward Snowden, this technique was most likely invented and developed by the 

United States National Security Agency (NSA).5  We utilize state of the art 

cryptography that makes this process extremely difficult when applied to Pivx Lite 

transactions using shielded addresses.    

Another motivating factor for the creation of Pivx Lite is the outright abuse 

of blockchain technology for purely financial motives present everywhere at this 

moment.  For example, on November 17, 2017, Tether Holdings Limited 

(hereinafter “Tether”) reported an alleged hack of $30,950,010 USDT (U.S. Dollar 

Tether).  In direct response to this alleged hack, Tether immediately stopped 

processing transactions, openly stated it would fork the chain to void the “theft” and 

conduct an investigation into the events that caused the unauthorized transfer of 

                                                
4   https://explorer.bitcoin.com/btc (BTC block explorer retrieved on July 29, 2022) 
5 https://theintercept.com/2018/03/20/the-nsa-worked-to-track-down-bitcoin-

users-snowden-documents-reveal/ (retrieved on July 29, 2022) 

https://explorer.bitcoin.com/btc
https://theintercept.com/2018/03/20/the-nsa-worked-to-track-down-bitcoin-users-snowden-documents-reveal/
https://theintercept.com/2018/03/20/the-nsa-worked-to-track-down-bitcoin-users-snowden-documents-reveal/
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funds.6  Then, on September 26, 2020, Bitfinex CTO Paolo Ardoino, speaking on 

behalf of Tether, boldly stated on Twitter that Tether will cooperate with “law 

enforcement” and “regulators” to freeze accounts holding USDT at their request.7  

However, there are major problems with this pronouncement by Mr. Ardoino.  

Specifically, law enforcement entities routinely, as a matter of policy, seize all kinds 

of assets, including cryptocurrency, as a form of legal theft from citizens, then forces 

that citizen to attempt to retrieve their stolen property through court or other legal 

proceedings.   

This highly unethical procedure has many different names around the globe 

but in the United States it is known as civil asset forfeiture.  “[C]ivil asset forfeiture 

is a tactic used by law enforcement to seize a person’s money, car, or other 

property—including bank accounts, businesses, houses, and jewelry—based simply 

on the suspicion that the property was used to commit a crime or connected to 

criminal activity. Property owners do not have to be charged with, let alone 

convicted of, any crime for law enforcement to take their property. In fact, in a 

                                                
6  The original announcement on the Tether site located here https://tether.to/tether-

critical-announcement/ and archived here: https://archive.fo/ZFDBf (both 
retrieved on July 29, 2022).  After more than 4 years the crypto community is still 
awaiting the results of the investigation into the alleged hack.  

7   https://twitter.com/paoloardoino/status/1309862506194784259   
    (retrieved on July 29, 2022) 

https://tether.to/tether-critical-announcement/
https://tether.to/tether-critical-announcement/
https://archive.fo/ZFDBf
https://twitter.com/paoloardoino/status/1309862506194784259
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shocking 80% of civil asset forfeitures, the property owner is never charged with a 

crime.” 8  Operating under the misguided assumption all demands from “law 

enforcement” are legitimate, Mr. Ardoino fearlessly claims absolute authority to 

freeze a client’s account and forward the proceeds to the originating law enforcement 

entity without any due process or meaningful opportunity to object before client 

funds are seized.   

This perverted use of blockchain technology is antithetical to the reasons it 

was created in the first place.  Indeed, the inventor of Bitcoin, Satashi Nakamoto, 

said “[w]hat is needed is an electronic payment system based on cryptographic proof 

instead of trust, allowing any two willing parties to transact directly with each other 

without the need for a trusted third party. Transactions that are computationally 

impractical to reverse would protect sellers from fraud, and routine escrow 

mechanisms could easily be implemented to protect buyers” (emphasis supplied).9   

Obviously, none of the highly suspect and questionable events just described 

can ever happen with Pivx Lite.  There simply is no mechanism, protocol or “back 

door”, as they say, in place to freeze a wallet address as there are with smart contract 

                                                
8   https://www.nlg-npap.org/civil-asset-forfeiture/ (retrieved on July 29, 2022) 
9   Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System, Satoshi Nakamoto (2008), 

https://nakamotoinstitute.org/bitcoin/ (retrieved on July 29, 2022) 
 

https://www.nlg-npap.org/civil-asset-forfeiture/
https://nakamotoinstitute.org/bitcoin/
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platforms like Ethereum, Tron and Binance Smart Chain.10  Additionally, Pivx Lite 

has nodes all over the planet with no central office and a trust located in Panama 

with no employees or staff.   Simply put, we are decentralized.  

     DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PIVX LITE AND PIVX  

With respect to Pivx Lite and Pivx, the material differences are summed up in 

the following chart:  

* Information accurate as of July 1, 2021         
* Blockchain HACKED refers to the Zerocoin exploit 

 
 
 

                                                
10  https://www.coindesk.com/circle-confirms-freezing-100k-in-usdc-at-law-

enforcements-request (retrieved on July 29, 2022) 

https://www.coindesk.com/circle-confirms-freezing-100k-in-usdc-at-law-enforcements-request
https://www.coindesk.com/circle-confirms-freezing-100k-in-usdc-at-law-enforcements-request
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      PROOF OF STAKE IS BETTER    

When the genesis block of Bitcoin was mined there was only one way to get 

it: mine your own coins.  This was the world’s introduction to Proof of Work 

(hereinafter “PoW”) mining.  PoW mining is the process of creating a new block of 

transactions to be added to the blockchain.  Since the mining of the Bitcoin genesis 

block, PoW mining has spread globally and flourished in parts of the world where 

electricity is cheapest.  Here are some pictures that show what a substantial Bitcoin 

mining operation currently looks like:   

 

 

Chinese Bitcoin mining operation - 2022 
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In a distributed consensus-based ledger using the PoW setup to generate new 

blocks, like Bitcoin does, miners need a constant supply of a massive amount of 

energy to power the computers used to mine the blocks.  Mining for Bitcoin now 

uses so much energy that the world is finally taking notice.  Indeed, the prestigious 

University of Cambridge (founded in the year 1209) has an entire website dedicated 

exclusively to the energy consummation of Bitcoin.11  The amount of energy now 

used to run and secure the global Bitcoin network is both impressive and massive.  

The graph and chart below, published by University, confirm this.      

                                                
11 https://cbeci.org (retrieved on July 29, 2022)  

Genesis Bitcoin Cave Mining in Iceland - 2022 

https://cbeci.org/
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                         Cambridge Bitcoin Electricity Consumption Index 
             https://cbeci.org (retrieved on July 9, 2022) 

https://cbeci.org/
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To put the data into context, the amount of power presently used to run the global 

Bitcoin network accounts for approximately 0.30% of the total estimated energy 

production for planet Earth.12  This is more power than is produced in some African 

countries on a daily basis and as noted by others, more power than the entire nation 

of Argentina produces each day.  

Proof of Stake (hereinafter “PoS”) solves this global energy problem by 

essentially making the mining of new blocks completely virtual.  Mining can be 

performed from any computer that has a Pivx Lite wallet open, synced to the network 

and at least 1 coin.  While the end result remains the same as PoW, the method of 

reaching that result is entirely different.  In PoW, the miners solve increasingly 

cryptographically hard puzzles by using their computational resources.  In PoS there 

are no miners, instead there are validators. The validators lock up some of their Pivx 

Lite coins as a stake in the ecosystem, hence the name “staking” or “staking your 

coins”.  Following that, the network selects a wallet address to be awarded the next 

block.  A higher balance means a higher chance of satisfying the difficulty criteria, 

validating the block, and being rewarded to validate the next block in the chain.  In 

PoS, when a node is chosen to validate the next block it will determine if all the 

                                                
12 https://cbeci.org/cbeci/comparisons (retrieved on July 9, 2022).  The authors of 

this white paper note that the world fiat banking system unquestionably uses 
significantly more energy than Bitcoin.  

https://cbeci.org/cbeci/comparisons
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transactions within it are valid.   If everything checks out the node signs off on the 

block and adds it to the blockchain.  When the block gets added to the chain, the 

validators get a block reward that is currently set at .60 coins.  Here is a recent PoS 

block reward on the Pivx Lite blockchain:  

 

Transaction Hash ID  
908577c751d710023b32532ada2c916fb36e841a863431dbf0c6ac3210e35f97 

 
PoS validators do not have to use their computing power as with PoW, instead the 

factors that influence the chances of generating the next block and receiving the 

reward are the total number of coins in the wallet and the current difficulty of the 

network.  Stated another way, staking means having a synced and unlocked wallet 

that may be selected to generate the upcoming block on the chain based on 

competition between all staking wallets.  The more unlocked wallets competing for 

https://explorer2.pivxlite.com/#/tx/908577c751d710023b32532ada2c916fb36e841a863431dbf0c6ac3210e35f97
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the next block and “staking” the more secure and resistant to attack the blockchain 

becomes. 

Undeniably, staking has some advantages over a masternode. Some of them 

include: 

● The option to stake and opt out of staking at any time; 

● Staking has no minimum Pivxl requirement; 

● Can move their holdings between wallet addresses with staking active. 

Accordingly, PoS v3.0 has obvious social and economic advantages over 

PoW mining because there is no need to generate electricity to create new blocks, 

nor does it create unfair competition for new coins based on the amount of money 

invested in PoW mining equipment.  Finally, PoS v3.0 secures the network most 

efficiently because a successful attack requires a majority of the network hashing 

power which is almost impossible to achieve.  

  TOR WALLET UTILIZING TAILS OS   
 

We have integrated the Linux wallet v2.1 into Tails operating system.13  Tails 

OS is a military grade operation system that can run from a USB stick and utilizes 

                                                
13  https://tails.boum.org (retrieved on July 29, 2022) 

https://tails.boum.org/
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the TOR (The Onion Router) network for internet connections.14   Tails is 

a live operating system built off Debian GNU/Linux. There is no installation process 

as with Windows or Mac.  You simply boot your computer with it by instructing the 

system bios to boot from the usb port and it runs from the media you booted from. 

When you shut it down, it forgets (amnesic) everything, except transactions in the 

Pivx Lite wallet and helps keep you anonymous while using it.  Tails with the Pivx 

Lite integrated wallet: 

• Blocks all trackers;  

• Prevents most types of surveillance;  

• Resists browser fingerprinting, and; 

• Internet traffic is encrypted 3 times before final server destination.  

The TOR wallet can be downloaded directly from our website here:  

https://pivxlite.com/#Download.   Always be sure to check you are connecting using 

HTTPS (secure) to ensure you are on the correct site.  

                             ZK-SNARK CRYPTOGRAPHY 

The acronym zk-SNARK stands for “Zero-Knowledge Succinct Non-

Interactive Argument of Knowledge,” and refers, technically speaking, to a security 

                                                
14  https://www.torproject.org/about/history/ (retrieved on July 29, 2022) 
 

https://pivxlite.com/#Download
https://www.torproject.org/about/history/
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protocol where one can prove possession of certain information (e.g. a secret key) 

without revealing that information, and without any interaction between the prover 

and verifier. In other words, a party can verify the correctness of computations 

without having to execute them and the party will have no knowledge of what was 

executed.  The party will only receive confirmation that it was done correctly in 

accordance with security protocol.  This amazing discovery is the work of MIT 

researchers Shafi Goldwasser, Silvio Micali and Charles Rackoff.  In 1989, they 

authored a white paper disclosing to the world for the first time the unified concept 

of zero-knowledge proofs also known as zk-SNARKs.15  

A Zero-Knowledge Proof (ZKP) is a non-interactive method (no action 

necessary between the parties) for one party to prove to another that a statement is 

true without transmitting any other information regarding the statement.   

For example a zero-knowledge proof must always satisfy three properties: 

• Completeness: if the statement is true, the honest verifier will be convinced 

of this fact by an honest prover; 

                                                
15 The original whiter paper is located here: 

https://people.csail.mit.edu/silvio/Selected%20Scientific%20Papers/Proof%20S
ystems/The_Knowledge_Complexity_Of_Interactive_Proof_Systems.pdf 
(retrieved on July 29, 2022) 

https://people.csail.mit.edu/silvio/Selected%20Scientific%20Papers/Proof%20Systems/The_Knowledge_Complexity_Of_Interactive_Proof_Systems.pdf
https://people.csail.mit.edu/silvio/Selected%20Scientific%20Papers/Proof%20Systems/The_Knowledge_Complexity_Of_Interactive_Proof_Systems.pdf
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• Soundness: if the statement is false, no dishonest prover can convince the 

honest verifier that it is true, except with some small probability; 

• Zero-Knowledge: if the statement is true, no dishonest verifier learns 

anything other than the statement is true. 

Zero-Knowledge Proofs were eventually incorporated into the zk-SNARK protocol 

discussed above. The security protocol was activated on April 10, 2021, at block 

630,000.16  Shielded to shielded transactions are untraceable.  However, at this time 

the security protocol is opt in only, thereby allowing for both shielded and 

unshielded transactions to occur on the blockchain simultaneously. To execute a 

transfer the user simply clicks the shielded button to initiate a transfer of coins and 

the wallet does the work automatically.  Here is a screen shot from the send screen:  

 

                                                
16  https://github.com/PivxLiteDev/PivxLite/releases/tag/v2.0.0  
     
 

https://github.com/PivxLiteDev/PivxLite/releases/tag/v2.0.0
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After the coins are sent the amount is deducted from the wallet balance and the 

transfer is usually received within a few seconds.  This incoming wallet transfer 

looks like this: 

 

 

When a transaction is sent using a shielded address to another shielded address the 

following information is displayed on the block explorer:  

 
Transaction hash ID 
862a1bb5f1684e0cad70c47612cac7031a1a7355d645cb29d06d616015d63958 
 
 

 

 

https://explorer2.pivxlite.com/#/tx/862a1bb5f1684e0cad70c47612cac7031a1a7355d645cb29d06d616015d63958
https://explorer2.pivxlite.com/#/tx/862a1bb5f1684e0cad70c47612cac7031a1a7355d645cb29d06d616015d63958
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When a transfer is made from a shielded address to a non-shielded address the 

following information is displayed on the bock explorer: 

 
Transaction hash ID 
9f949302fdc00265fb1bdb63a91833b054746ec920ed438848c9ab59eb847c52 

 
 It is important to note that we view this period of time where both shielded 

and unshielded transactions co-exist together merely as a bridge to the other side 

where only 100% shielded (non-reward) transactions take place on the blockchain.      

         MASTERNODE NETWORK 

The Pivx Lite network is two-tiered. The network is made up of the PoS 

staking tier, in which all Pivxl coin holders can participate through staking their 

coins.  This is done by maintaining an unlocked and synced wallet as described 

above.  Then there is the 2nd and more exclusive masternode tier.   Masternodes are 

a group of rewarded nodes within the Pivx Lite network that are responsible for the 

https://explorer2.pivxlite.com/#/tx/9f949302fdc00265fb1bdb63a91833b054746ec920ed438848c9ab59eb847c52
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handling of particular designated tasks within the network. The Pivx Lite masternode 

network has been inherited from Pivx.  The functions carried out by Pivx Lite 

masternodes form an integral part of our ecosystem and is integral to the 

functionality and performance of the network.  For example, the blockchain would 

stop, causing the network to fail, if there were less than 6 active masternodes on the 

network at all times.  Finally, masternodes also qualify as staking nodes and will 

begin to automatically receive periodic PoS rewards.       

       MASTERNODE TECHNICAL FUNCTIONS  

Masternode and staking nodes perform different services for the network.  The 

unique functions a masternode provides cannot be carried out by a standard PoS 

node. These functions are shared equally across the masternode network and no one 

masternode has control over the other within the Pivx Lite network. 

Being a two-tiered network, Pivx Lite rewards the staking tier and masternode 

tier participants to maintain the health and security of the ecosystem.  Users are either 

rewarded for staking their Pivxl or holding 100,000 Pivxl in their masternode 

designated wallet. Although both tiers are incentivized in the network, the amount 

of reward to each tier differs substantially.  

The reward balance between masternode and a staking wallet is split 70% to 

masternodes and 30% PoS.  During the planning  and development phase it was 
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determined by the Dev Team the masternodes will receive more reward than a 

staking node because masternode owners should be exceptionally rewarded for 

being integral to the health and security of the network, as well as being able to vote 

on future actions, improvements and upgrades related to Pivx Lite.  There are several 

characteristics that sets a masternode apart from staking a node. Those include: 

• 100,000 Pivxl required to be locked in wallet at all times; 

• The wallet must be connected to the internet at all times; 

• The wallet requires a static and unique IP address.  

These preset conditions mean that if the block rewards were the same as PoS staking 

then very few people will opt for a masternode over a staking node.   

The advantage of using the Pivx Lite network with masternodes is that it 

makes transactions instantaneous, literally as fast as a point-of-sale transaction at a 

store, similar to the Visa and Mastercard network.  The superiority of using Pivx 

Lite with masternodes over traditional payment rails is clear and may be summarized 

as follows: 

• Immediate confirmation; 

• Blockchain-based;  

• Decentralized; 
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• No single point of failure;  

• No identification necessary; 

• Can be sent anonymously if desired, and;    

• All transactions are final, no chargebacks or reversals are permitted. 

                        ENHANCED PRIVACY WITH MASTERNODES 
 

Pivx Lite masternodes uses SwiftTX and obfuscation (8 rounds of coin 

mixing) to help disguise the source of a transaction and provide instant 

confirmations.  This makes it much more difficult for someone to uncover the details 

of the transaction without having access to a large number of masternodes on the 

network and conducting chain analysis.  

The protocol was invented by the Dash team that we inherited through Pivx.  

It is a coin-mixing feature based on Private Send. This involves coin mixing or 

tumbling to obscure and protect the source of a transaction by dividing the funds 

across the masternode network. In other words, the process involves not transferring 

the total amount of a transaction directly to a target wallet, but rather complicating 

it by splitting it into multiple transactions, which makes it more difficult to track any 

one single transaction. Obfuscation takes place by using masternodes automatically 

selected by the network, thereby further ensuring the privacy of transactions. 
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Operating a masternode is an attractive option for many people because 

masternode owners are rewarded 1.4 Pivxl coins in return for their service in 

processing transactions on the blockchain. The masternodes are run via the standard 

Pivx Lite wallet with some additional programming that is discussed in detail below.   

As shown below, currently there are 60 masternodes online that have locked 

up 6,000,000 coins, almost 50% of Pivxl coins issued to date.  

*Information accurate as of July 1, 2021 
 

To be able to create a masternode, the following preset conditions must be met: 

a. 100,000 Pivxl Must Be Stored in a Wallet  

The coins must be locked (not spendable) so they are associated with the 

masternode wallet and it should be a separate wallet from the one used in making 

transactions. Once the coins has been spent or is removed from the host wallet, the 

wallet loses its eligibility as a masternode and also the block reward that comes with 

hosting it.  This collateral requirement serves several purposes, including (i) 

ensuring a high enough percentage of masternodes remain online, and (ii) the 

masternode host is likely to reliably provide a masternode service for the network 
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over time and perhaps most importantly though, (iii) it ensures no single entity can 

simply host enough masternodes to achieve the 51% necessary to corrupt the 

governance or fork the blockchain. 

b. A Unique and Static IP Address  

This is a requirement to operate a masternode. Changing IP addresses (non-

static) are not eligible to participate in the masternode network as constant contact 

with a verified masternode is necessary for the node to be “online”, “enabled”,  and 

available to process transactions.  With this, the internet access of the masternode 

owner must be stable and remain online. Additionally, each masternode requires a 

unique IP address, so hosting two masternodes on the same machine cannot be 

accomplished without a secondary IP address. In a situation where this requirement 

is not possible, it is recommended that the user simply use a masternode hosting 

service as explained more below.   

c. A Moderate Degree of Technical Competency 

This is perhaps the most important requirement, although there are guides for 

setting up a masternode, the process requires editing of a .conf file, allocation of a 

new wallet address, and other actions executed by Linux command console which 

may be too technical for the average user complete.   
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It is recommended the masternode be run on Linux.  The minimum 

specifications are: 

• A VPS with Ubuntu Server 18.04 64-bit OS installed with unique IP address;  

• Always connected to the internet;  

• Minimum VPS specs: 30 GB HD, 2 GB of RAM, 1 dedicated CPU core; 

• Pivx Lite Core wallet release v2.1; 

• Exactly 100,000 Pivxl coins in the collateral wallet.    

 It is extremely important to note that the security of the machine is integral 

to hosting a successful masternode.   Private key management, setting up a firewall, 

a physically protected machine, and other security measures are strongly 

encouraged, both for the sake of the network, and the masternode host.  Support can 

always be found from the Pivx Lite community on Discord or Bitcointalk thread 

should it be needed.  

       USE A MASTERNODE HOSTING SERVICE  

If you would rather not go through the steps to set up your own masternode 

you can easily sign up at one of the 2 services identified below and each one will 

host your masternode for you for only a few pennies a day.  The service will handle 

the deployment, all maintenance items and upgrades so that you only have to link 

your wallet that contains exactly 100,000 Pivxl coins to the service.        
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• https://pecuniaplatform.io/coin-details/PivxLite; 

• https://mymasternodes.host/index. 

We recommend using an alias along with a free Protonmail account.17 After you 

sign up with the platform of your choice, you then provide the following information 

in the appropriate screen: 

• Masternode alias name (e.g. MN01);  

•  Collateral wallet address;  

• TransactionID (txid), that reflects the transfer of exactly 100,000 Pivxl coins;  

• Masternode private key.   

After this information is supplied the new masternode should be active on the 

network within 15 minutes and you should see ENABLED as shown below:  

 

                                                
17  https://protonmail.com (retrieved on July 29, 2022)  
     Protonmail provides free anonymous email with end to end encryption.  
 

https://pecuniaplatform.io/coin-details/PivxLite
https://mymasternodes.host/index
https://protonmail.com/
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Running a Pivx Lite masternode could not be any easier when utilizing one of the 

masternode hosting services identified above.  A masternode can be up and running 

with only a few clicks of the mouse and a minimal investment of time and expense.     

Shown below is a recent masternode block reward on the Pivx Lite blockchain 

that reflects a 12.80% yearly return for this particular masternode: 

 

 TX ID  
 908577c751d710023b32532ada2c916fb36e841a863431dbf0c6ac3210e35f97 

 

 PIVX LITE COIN INFLATION RATE  

We currently have a relatively low 2 coin block reward with a 60 second block 

time, therefore, at present rate, the coin inflation for Pivx Lite will be as follows: 

 
2022  2023  2024  2025  2026  2027           2028    
12,690,706 13,741,906 14,793,106 15,847,186 16,898,386 17,949,586      19,000,786 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

https://explorer2.pivxlite.com/#/tx/908577c751d710023b32532ada2c916fb36e841a863431dbf0c6ac3210e35f97
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This represents a yearly inflation rate for Pivx Lite of approximately 8.29% each 

year.  For comparison, Bitcoin has a yearly estimated inflation rate of 1.8% and Pivx 

is estimated at 4% a year.  Zcash has a yearly estimated inflation rate of 12.5% and 

Monero is estimated at less than 1% a year.    

Another comparison highly relevant to this discussion is the chart of the U.S. 

dollar M3 currency inflation rate as noted by the St. Louis Federal Reserve (a branch 

of the U.S. Federal Reserve System):  

https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/MABMM301USM189S (retrieved on July 9, 2021) 

It is an extremely common misconception that a National Association 

(hereinafter “N.A.”) bank governed by the Federal Reserve lends money that it 

already has on deposit or that is held in reserve.  This myth or old wives' tale, so to 

speak, could not be further from the truth.  In fact, an N.A. bank simply creates the 

https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/MABMM301USM189S
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money for the loan by electronically crediting the borrower’s account.  The process, 

commonly referred to as “fractional reserve banking”, allows the Federal Reserve 

and the banks it governs (N.A banks) to create an unlimited amount of money with 

essentially very little or no reserves, whatsoever, to back up the money creation 

process.  To this point Satoshi Nakamoto said “[b]anks must be trusted to hold our 

money and transfer it electronically, but they lend it out in waves of credit bubbles 

with barely a fraction in reserve... .” 18   

If a bank should fail for this or any other reason, the Federal Reserve Bank 

simply steps in and arranges a buyout or merger of the failed institution with another 

bank.  Very little information is ever revealed to the public about the true nature and 

cause of the failure except for a 1 or 2 page fact sheet issued by the Federal Deposit 

Insurance Corporation (FDIC) and a Purchase and Sale Agreement (PSA) that 

usually states the bad assets that caused the failure have been transferred to a Special 

Purpose Vehicle (SPV) the Federal Reserve ultimately controls.  Moreover, any 

financial losses from the SPV are transferred to the U.S. national debt, that is to say, 

charged back to U.S. taxpayers, but the profits are distributed to the owners of the 

Federal Reserve Bank or anybody else the central bank unilaterally selects.19          

                                                
18  https://satoshi.nakamotoinstitute.org/quotes/banks (retrieved on July 29, 2022) 
19  More commonly known as a “bailout”. 

https://satoshi.nakamotoinstitute.org/quotes/banks
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With that said, the amount of new money created in the last 2 years to prevent 

a total financial system collapse is, frankly speaking, unbelievable if it were not 

published by the Federal Reserve Bank itself.  The chart above shows the privately 

owned Federal Reserve Bank 20 new U.S. dollar money creation going parabolic 

since 2008.  The year 2020 experienced the greatest year over year increase in the 

money supply since it took control of the U.S. monetary system in 1913.21   

There are several main factors for this occurring that are beyond the scope of 

this white paper, suffice it to say that no reasonable person would ever willingly 

agree to this delusional, corrupt and nefarious monetary system.  Furthermore, it can 

be respectably argued this single chart illustrates why cryptocurrencies, in general, 

have exploded in popularity, adoption and price and will most likely continue to do 

so well into the foreseeable future. 

               WRAPPED PIVX LITE   

Wrapped Pivx Lite (WPIVXL) is simply a copy of PIVXL that exists on the 

Binance Smart Chain (BSC). It is completely separate from the PIVXL blockchain. 

As a result, there is no mining of Wrapped Pivx Lite.  On July 26, 2022 the Dev 

                                                
20  https://www.stlouisfed.org/in-plain-english/who-owns-the-federal-reserve-banks 
     (retrieved on July 29, 2022) 
21  https://news.bitcoin.com/9-trillion-in-stimulus-injections-the-feds-2020-pump-  

eclipses-two-centuries-of-usd-creation/ (retrieved on July 29, 2022) 
 

https://www.stlouisfed.org/in-plain-english/who-owns-the-federal-reserve-banks
https://news.bitcoin.com/9-trillion-in-stimulus-injections-the-feds-2020-pump-eclipses-two-centuries-of-usd-creation/
https://news.bitcoin.com/9-trillion-in-stimulus-injections-the-feds-2020-pump-eclipses-two-centuries-of-usd-creation/
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Team deployed an audited smart contract on the Binance Smart Chain effectively 

wrapping 100,000 PIVXL coins into 100,000 WPIVXL tokens.  The PIVXL coins 

that were wrapped are held in trust by the Pivx Lite Foundation in a cold wallet, thus, 

are not spendable and will never enter circulation. 

                                        WPIVXL SPECIFICATIONS  

• Symbol on the Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20 token) 
WPIVXL  
 

• Contract Address 
0x57B1e6851E172fdc8A1ebABe2eeBDEAcbB274749 

• Tokens Minted  
100,000 

• Mint & Burn 
To Allow for Seamless Movement Between Blockchains  

 
• PancakeSwap Liquidity Pools 

WPIVXL/WBNB    
WPIVXL/BUSD     
 

• Initial Price  
0.0086 cent (Price of PIVXL on Graviex Exchange) 
 

• Token Tracking Service 
Top 100 Token 
DEXTOOLS  

           
• Blockchain Address Holding PIVXL Coins in Trust 

QTSbebpYmQc9mQvg7WvNkDc5DqNtdsh5qk     

        

https://bscscan.com/token/0x57b1e6851e172fdc8a1ebabe2eebdeacbb274749
https://pancakeswap.finance/info/pool/0x377755ae450b7b1934a1f2887a17be3c643cc321
https://pancakeswap.finance/info/pool/0xeda4167c2a121a76d832b71a1fb3ced2541a227a
https://top100token.com/address/0x57B1e6851E172fdc8A1ebABe2eeBDEAcbB274749
https://www.dextools.io/app/bnb/pair-explorer/0x377755ae450b7b1934a1f2887a17be3c643cc321
https://explorer2.pivxlite.com/#/address/QTSbebpYmQc9mQvg7WvNkDc5DqNtdsh5qk
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                     CONCLUSION  

For all the foregoing reasons discussed throughout this white paper Pivx 

Lite will continue to pursue its ongoing and ultimate objective of instant, secure 

and anonymous transactions utilizing environmentally sustainable Proof of Stake 

to secure the blockchain.  No doubt, there will be bumps and road blocks along 

this journey as we venture into uncharted territory.  Nevertheless, we feel our 

self-imposed mission is both righteous and noble.  For “[t]hose who would give 

up essential Liberty, to purchase a little temporary Safety, deserve neither Liberty 

nor Safety”.22  At any rate, the success of Monero, Zcash, Pivx and others prove, 

without any doubt, there is room in the market space for at least one more privacy 

coin known as Pivx Lite.  

 

                /s/Pivx Lite Dev Team  

                                                
22  American Statesman B. Franklin letter to Governor of Pennsylvania, 1755. 


